Abstract-Simulations of the growth of streamers using a model based on the stochastic growth of a branching fractal tree have shown good fidelity in matching the morphology of streamers in liquids. An important aspect that has not yet been simulated is the transition between Type 1 and Type 2 streamers. This work explores the effect of a variation of the applied voltage during streamer growth as well as the effect of differing amounts of available electrons during growth. Neither of these assumptions produced the experimentally observed transitions. These results produced a possible approach that could modify the step length in the simulation in relation to the electric field that may trigger the transition. It also points out that the transition might be due to hydrodynamic instabilities that are not captured by the model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Earlier work by Fowler, Davaney, and Hagedorn [1] showed that the morphology of an anode streamer could be modeled as stochastic growth of a branching fractal tree in point-plane geometry. Because one of the concerns about the earlier work is that the electric field dependence appeared to be unphysical, Kim, Hebner, and Hallock [2] refined the model so that it operates under assumptions that are consistent with those that have proven useful in earlier investigations. Specifically, linear electric field dependence was assumed and there is an assumed variability in the number density of available electrons. Computations using this assumption also produce the same range of morphologies that has been measured in experiments.
This investigation, using the simulation tool developed in [1, 2] , explores the feasibility of extending this model to the description of the transition between Type 1 and Type 2 streamers [3] . The key morphology difference between these two streamer types is that Type 1 streamers are "bushy" and spherical to hemispherical. Type In this model, as applied in earlier work, the only influence of the electric field was that it had to be above a threshold level. The basic concept was that for fields that were too small, electrons in the fluid would not acquire sufficient energy from the electric field to sustain a breakdown. Once the threshold was passed, further strengthening of the field was assumed to affect things like emitted light intensity and the conductivity of an individual streamer branch, but not the future steps in the growth. The stochastic nature of the growth is assumed to be attributable to the stochastic nature of available electrons. An available electron is one that through some random process, e.g., cosmic radiation, scattering, etc., is in a position to be accelerated by the electric field and gain sufficient energy to produce electron impact ionization [6] .
The growth is, in this and related work [2, 7] , typically assumed to be one or a few grid steps from the end of a previously growing streamer. After each growth step, the new electric field distribution is calculated and a new growth step is initiated.
As shown in [1] , [2] , [4] , [6] , and [7] , this simulation approach has been effective in replicating key aspects of the morphology of streamers in liquids. Although the models have predominantly been focused on the behavior of streamers originating from an anode, the same basic streamer morphology is seen in streamers whether they originate from an anode or a cathode. So, the computational approach should be applicable to streamers of either polarity, at least to the level that they have been validated so far. An interesting difference between the two types of streamers, however, is in the electron source. For streamers originating at the anode, it was assumed that the electrons originated from natural processes in the liquid under the non-equilibrium effect of a strong electric field. For cathode streamers, the same process may occur, although the active volumes may be different. In addition, there is a second plausible process, as electrons have long been postulated as being emitted from the tip of a growing cathode streamer [8] . These electrons would be accelerated by the field to cause streamer growth.
The existing modeling attempts have not been able to stimulate the transition using this stochastic approach. II. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND There are four sets of experimental observations that guided this investigation. The most fundamental is that for streamers originating at both the anode and the cathode, there can be a transition from Type 1 to Type 2 streamer morphology [3] . This implies that such a transition is a fundamental feature of breakdown and should be a natural consequence of any simulation of the process.
The second set of experiments [9] involved adding a particulate conductor, carbon black, to a liquid dielectric and recording the effect of the material on the behavior of the streamer. This experiment showed that the addition of the particulate conductor did not have any significant effect on the velocity of either Type 1 or Type 2 streamers. It did, however, affect the transition between the two. Specifically, as the density of carbon black increased, the transition between Type 1 and Type 2 occurred closer to the electrode from which it initiated. The earlier mode shift led to a faster breakdown as Type 2 streamers propagate faster than Type 1 streamers.
The third set of experiments involved the addition of a chemical additive to the test liquid [10] . In these studies, the streamer initiated from a point anode. The first effect of this additive was to produce growth of Type 1 streamers across a significant portion of the inter-electrode gap. In this sense, the anode streamer looked like a typical cathode streamer.
The final set of observations was the electro-optical measurement of the dynamic electric field preceding a streamer [11] . These experimental measurements show that the electric field in the region between a streamer and the electrode toward which it is propagating can be computed assuming the streamer is a conductor. This is a useful result because the resistivity of individual channels varies with time [12] . This experimental result makes it much easier to compute the electric field ahead of the streamer by showing it is not necessary to account for the variability in each channel. Obviously, at some point very close to the streamer, one would expect this result to fail, but that is presumed to be smaller than the regions of interest for the streamer propagation process.
III. SIMULATIONS
The purpose of the simulations was to explore the sensitivity of growth to various assumptions. The first investigation was to let the voltage increase while the streamer propagated across the inter-electrode gap. This situation was investigated because many of the experimental investigations used pulsed voltages that varied by this amount. It was important to determine if this variability would produce the transition from Type 1 to Type 2 streamers.
It was expected that this variation would not lead to the observed transitions, as the change in field strength between the streamer and the electrode toward which it is propagating is larger than this due to the dynamic geometry of growth. This expectation was confirmed. Fig. 1 shows cases in which the field was held constant during growth or grew by 10%, 20%, and 50% and no transition was observed nor was there any apparent difference in growth dynamics. A second simulation varied the number of available electrons as the streamer grew. Fig. 2 and 3 summarize this information. Specifically, Fig. 2 shows a streamer simulation in which the electron density is kept constant. Fig. 3 shows a situation in which the presumed electron density is allowed to increase by a factor of a) 50, b) 20, c) 10 and in d) decrease by a factor of two as the streamer propagates. As expected from previous work, increasing the number of available electrons increases the streamer density but does not simulate transition. One clear result from this investigation is that the simulation assumptions were no more effective at producing the transitions than were the assumptions used in an earlier investigation [2] . This raises the possibility that the simulation approach is not sufficiently robust to simulate such a transition, but does not yet prove such an assertion. The investigations suggest that there may be an approach that would demonstrate a transition. Assessments like those in Fig.  4 , suggest that as the streamer grows, there is an enhancement of the electric field at the leading edge of the streamer. This suggests a different approach to simulation. In earlier work, the size of a growth step was chosen a priori. The next investigation will have the length of a step be driven by the strength of the electric field. This approach would allow a much longer step as a Type 1 streamer grows, possibly triggering a transition to a Type 2 streamer.
There is an analysis, however, that raises the possibility that the stochastic modeling approach used in this work may not include sufficient physics to predict the transition. Kupershtokh and Medvedev [13] , using a hydrodynamic model rather than the electron-based model used here, have suggested that a strong electric field in a liquid triggers an instability that results in a two phase system of vapor filaments in a liquid. The filaments are aligned with the field. This raises the possibility that the transition could result from a hydrodynamic instability rather than be triggered by the effect of the electric field on available electrons.
